Sustainable Financial Management Planning for Water Utilities

June 15 at 12:00-1:00 Eastern Time

Water sector utilities across the nation face mounting financial challenges as water infrastructure ages. With population growth, rising demand, and environmental challenges becoming increasingly severe, utilities are looking for innovative approaches to ensure they build a sustainable foundation to prepare for the future.

Some utilities are embracing practices to plan for the future by projecting revenue expectations, capital improvement needs, and expenses years in advance. During this planning, these utilities are examining the adequacy of capital and operational budgets to meet desired service levels now and into the future. These forecasting approaches can then be used to develop a revenue approach to help ensure there will be adequate funding to address needs that arise in coming years.

You are invited to attend a one-hour webinar to hear about a new report presenting key themes and case studies from eight utilities around the country that are developing and implementing sustainable financing practices. This report and webinar will provide examples and lessons other utilities can use as they begin or continue their own journeys toward fiscal sustainability.

Register at https://rossstrategic.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_jX8a9wigQJONUyrn2R44qA
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